
EE D A Q AD A Q A  M M O R T O R A YO R T O R A Y

MM US I CUS I C
Music is another passion of mine. 
From 2002 through 2008 I ran 

Trostlos Records. One of our CDs, Shiva in 
Exile, won the “Best New Age” artist award. 

In the mid 90's I created Tracks of Creation, 
one of the Internet's first online music 
magazines.

AA B O U TB O U T
I'm a multidisciplinary 
software developer with an 
emphasis on programming. 
I've worked in numerous 
domains such as engineering, 
media, finance, games, and 
several aspects of the 
Internet. I've lead several 
teams and fulfilled many 
roles. I come from Canada, 
have worked in USA and 
France, and am now located 
in Germany.

M ORTORAYM ORTORAY .. C O MC O M
I've had a chance to work on 
many unique projects, and I 
enjoy writing about what I've 
learned. I create articles with 
rare information and 
observations about the state 
of programming today.

I have a modest following 
and some articles have 
attained mass popularity. 
Following the discussions 
helps me better understand 
the community and 
programming as a whole.

LL EA FEA F
Leaf is the language we 
always wanted. Drawing 
from a half century’s worth 
of collective knowledge, Leaf 
incorporates the best ideas 
into a unified whole.

I'm the creator of the Leaf 
programming language.

CC ONTA C TONTA C T

A d d r e s s
Trautmannstr 11
81373 München

Germany

E m a i l
edaqa@disemia.com

S k y p e
eda-qa

P h o n e
+49.89.444.89.445

CC L I Q ZL I Q Z
Director of Engineering
Munich, Germany (2012-2013)

At Cliqz we were creating a new search engine 
to compete with Google in Germany.

I created a versatile automated deployment 
system for Amazon Web Services and other 
PaaS providers. To keep our progress smooth I 
unified our development and improved code 
sharing.

I additionally worked with a team from Mozilla 
on their SocialAPI extensions. We integrated 
Cliqz' initial product, a news aggregator, into 
Firefox.

Python, AWS, C++, Linux, NodeJS

EE V ERV ER SS YS T E M SYS T E M S
Owner / Programmer
Munich, Germany (2009-now)

EverSystems is my programming company. I 
build experimental services and work on a 
variety of clients projects.

One of my larger projects was BigTPoker, a 
poker-themed brain training website. A major 
attraction was a series of Flash games, written 
with Haxe.

Some smaller, but interesting projects were 
WellBook.org, a social medical tool, and an 
inertial navigation project for Phidgets, Inc.

C++, Flash, JS, WebGL, Python

Redid is a media rendering and delivery platform. It promises to significantly reduce the 
effort in online asset management. This is one of my current projects. My partner is the 
founder of PushCoin, a successful mobile payment solution.

Python, C++, AWS

CC H OPP ERH OPP ER  T T RAD IN GRAD IN G
Consultant / Programmer
Chicago, USA (2010-2012)

We wrote an ultra low-latency trading 
platform. A realm where 1ms is an eternity and 
mistakes could literally cost millions of dollars.

I created a distributed strategy engine that  
dealt with a non-causal network layer. Through 
the art of wait-free algorithms I was able to 
push the CPUs to their absolute limits.

I wrote the client in Qt to be cross-platform 
and high-performance. I needed to drive trade 
windows on 8 monitors with zero interruptions.

C++, Qt, Windows, Linux

EE C IRC L EC IRC L E
Director Quality Assurance
Munich, Germany (2001-2009)

I lead the quality effort at this email services 
company. Structuring the entire development 
was a key part of my work in process 
management.

I built-up the testing team and developed 
TestPlan for them. It is an automated testing 
platform. The high-level language allowed 
rapid test creation, execution in multiple 
browser engines, and integration with external 
services.

Defining SLA terms and measuring compliance 
was also in my area. Along with it I built an 
automated fault detection and alert system.

Java, PHP, Linux

Video game development has been a recurring endeavour of mine. I'm working now with 
Outracks in Norway to create a tablet game showcasing their new technology. In early 
2014 I released PuzzlePuzzle.net, pushing the limits of HTML5 and WebGL.
  Python, JS, Heroku, Uno

TT RI LO GYRI LO GY
Consultant / Programmer
Paris, France (2000-2001)

My primary assignment was to Credit Agricole. 
We were working on a new online loan 
application.

I had further opportunity to work with teams 
on Renault, Ericsson, Alcatel and a joint 
automotive venture.
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